
Fire Safety
BOOKS
No Dragons For Tea 
I’m Going To Be a Fire Fighter
Fire Fighters A To Z
Arthur’s Fire Drill
Poinsettia and the Firefighters
Cifford the Firehouse Dog
Firefighter Ted
My Mom is a Firefighter

SNACKS
CAMP FIRE

All you need are pretzels and Roll-ups (I used the Orange Cherry 
Wildfire ones).
http://www.rustyandrosy.com/parent-resources/blog/2012/07/fire-safety-activities-
for-kids/

BUILD A FIRE TRUCK

Materials to eat: tea biscuits, cheddar square 
crackers, cheerios, raisins and grapes. 

http://strongstart.blogspot.com/2012/11/fire-truck-
snack-documentation.html
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CIRCLE TIME

SONGS

I Am A Fireman - sung to "I'm A Little Teapot"

I am a fireman, dressed in red.
With my fire hat on my head.
I can drive the firetruck, fight fire too,
And help to make things safe for you.

FIVE LITTLE FIREFIGHTERS
Five little firefighters Sleeping nice and sound. CLANG goes the bell
and they begin to run around!

They jump on the fire engine to rush to the fire.
They work so hard to get it out Now they are so tired!

They clean their boots And hang up their gear. The firefighters take 
care of us - We never need to fear!

COOL BIG FIRE TRUCKS (Song)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lzb9v2iQH4o&feature=share

TIME TO FIGHT A FIRE (Song)

www.storyplace.org  *with many more activities

FIRE TRUCK (A Favorite! Sing and Read Storybook)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=emv-Yn6g1r4&feature=share

FIREFIGHTER COMMUNITY HELPER PUPPET

http://www.firstpalette.com/tool_box/printables/communityhelpers2.pdf
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HAT AND BOOT MATCH

Materials: Five to ten boot shapes and the same number of Fire fighter Hats

For counting:

Make all of the hats red and all of the boots black.

Number the hats 1-5 (or 1-10).

Number the boots 1-5 (or 1-10).

The children then match the numbers.

VARIATION: Number the hats and then put the corresponding number of dots on the boots.

For color matching:  Make the hats and books of matching colors (such as a red 
hat and red boot; a blue hat and blue boot, etc.).

The children then match the colors.

FIREMAN LAPBOOK

http://www.homeschoolcreations.net/2010/02/preschool-corner-firemen-lapbook/

6 piece fire truck puzzle 

Create-a-pattern {as simple or difficult as you like} 

Shadow matching ~ Match the item to the shadow image 

Fire Hydrant Colors ~ Color name recognition and reading 

Fireman Words Cards 

Spelling My Name ~ work on name recognition & spelling 

Count the Dalmatian's spots ~ Matching cards from 1-10 

Fire man coloring sheet 

FIREMEN EARLY LEARNING PRINTABLE
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http://homeschoolcreations.com/files/Firefighter_Printable_sPreschool.pdf

Matching, pre-writing, colors, matching, sorting, 1-10, puzzle, and poem

FIREMAN TOT PACK (Lots of free printable!)

http://royalbaloo.com/download/RoyalBalooFiremanTot.pdf

FIRE CUP KNOCK DOWN!

http://lalymom.com/2013/10/3-easy-fire-safety-activities-for-kids.html

FIRE SAFETY ACTIVITY

    

Cut out some flames from construction paper and use 1 piece of tape to stick the 
flames to their backs.  Then STOP, DROP, and ROLL until the flame comes off.  

http://www.marshmallowmudpie.com/2011/11/fire-safety-day.html

5 BRAVE FIREFIGHTERS
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Cut slits in top and bottom. Slide one .end of pipe cleaner into top slit. 

Slide on bell and five red beads. Ring the bell and slide one bead down 

each time you repeat the verse.

http://readrhymesing.blogspot.com/search/label/rhymes

Five brave firefighters 
Sleeping in a row

Ring goes the bell

And down one goes....

SCIENCE

THE SCIENCE OF FIRE

http://kidsactivitiesblog.com/47158/science-of-fire

Fire is mystical to children.  Therefore it is critical that children learn the 
importance of fire safety and that fire is not something to play with.  That being 
said, it was fun to learn about the science of fire in this simple experiment for kids.
We only needed a few basic supplies:
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1 a few birthday candles
2 some play dough to hold the candles in place
3 a small spray bottle of water
4 a glass and, of course, matches    

                              
How Does Fire Burn?
1.  We sprayed water on a burning candle.  The cool water turned to steam when it 
touches the flame thereby taking away the necessary heat that the fire needs to 
continuing burning.  Findings: If a fire is hot then fight it by making it cool!
2. Think about what happens when we “Stop, Drop, and Roll”.  We stop because 
running around would only fuel the flame with oxygen.  So instead we drop to the 
ground and roll around which essentially smothers the fire by removing the oxygen 
that it needs to burn.  We tested this by putting a glass over a lit candle.  The glass 
didn’t even need to be completely covering the candle to reduce the flame or even 
extinguish it.   Findings: If a fire needs oxygen to burn, then removing the source 
of fresh oxygen will quickly extinguish it.
3. A fire needs fuel to burn.  This fuel could be in the form of logs in a campfire, 
gas from a stove, or a simple wax candle.  We let one candle burn completely down 
and once the wax was gone the fire quietly went out on its own.  Findings: Don’t 
feed a fire!  Remove the fire’s fuel and it will no longer be able to burn.

FIRE PUPPETS TO TALK ABOUT SAFETY

Found on dbsenk.wordpress.com

PUT THE FIRE OUT!



      CRAFT FOAM AND A SQUIRT BOTTLE, FLOAT IN WATER 
IN A CONTAINER.

MATH

FIRE SAFETY COUNTING

FREE PRINTABLE 

http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Counting-Worksheet-Fire-Safety-
Week-or-Community-Helpers-Worksheet-156910

FIRE TRUCK COUNTING

FREE PRINTABLE

http://www.makinglearningfun.com/themepagesFireTruckNumericOrder.htm

Print fire trucks and use glass gems as counters 
purchased from a craft store.

*You can also use black gems on printable dalmations (seen on this site).
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http://www.prekandksharing.blogspot.com/2013/09/montessori-inspired-
fire-safety-activities-using-free-printable.shtml

ART

STOP, DROP AND ROLL NECKLACE

Print the page.  Cut apart.  Give each child one piece.  Let them color 
and cut it out.  Hole punch at the circles on the hat.  Lace a yellow 
ribbon through the holes to make the badge on the helmet.  Have the 
children string beads onto the necklace making a pattern.

**You could use red  and yellow cut straws to string on the lace.
Printable Page ON

http://www.makinglearningfun.com/themepages/FireStopDropRollNecklace.htm

FIRE ALARM CRAFT

Use a white paper plate and add wiggly eyes, a nose, 
and a mouth. Pretend this is a smoke detector. Here is the poem that goes 
with it.  I printed it and glued it to the back side of the plate.

**Can add a photo of batteries (or a drawing) on the back and talk about 
changing your batteries.  

ALWAYS ALERT
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I’m a smoke detector and I say “Beep”.
(squat down)
I’m your nose when you’re asleep.
(point to nose then pretend to sleep)
If there’s a fire and smoke is all around,
(wiggle hand and fingers around)
I’ll wake you up with a very loud sound.
(jump up and raise your hands high)
BEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEP!

http://littlegiraffes.com/teaching-ideas/293/fire-safety-teaching-ideas/

FIRE BREATHING DRAGON

Materials needed: Paper cups, pom-pom balls, googly eyes, 
crepe paper, construction paper, stickers, liquid school glue, tape, pen, and scissors.

First, punch a hole in the bottom of the cup. I did this to all the cups pre-storytime.
Cut the crepe paper into 5-10 inch strips and tape to the inside lip of the cup.

You are going to want to tape the strips to the top part of the dragons mouth for 
maximum fire-breathing effects.

To decorate the dragon’s face, glue two pom-pom balls where you’d like the eyes 
to be.

Glue the googly eyes on top of each pom.
Cut the paper into small triangles and folded them at the base. Then I glued them 

on using school glue. 

DRAGON 
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Contruction paper or craft foam, bubble wrap or Q-tips, 
paint, and glue.
Found on terrific2s.blogspot.com

PAPER CUP FIREMAN PUPPET
http://dbsenk.files.wordpress.com/2011/09/fireman.pdf
Free Printable

FIREFIGHTER COMMUNITY HELPER PUPPET
http://learncreatelove.com/?p=4888
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FIRE SAFETY

Five little firefighters sleeping in a row.
Ring goes the bell, down the pole they go.
They jump on the engine and put out the fire.
How they’re back home, but they sure are tired.

Found on gettingmessywithmsjessi.com

FIRE EXTINGUISHER 

For foam: 1/2 shaving cream and 1/2 glue.

FIRE SAFETY

http://www.allkidsnetwork.com/crafts/fire-safety/fire-
safety-magnet.asp
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FIRE FIGHTER IN ACTION POLE SLIDING CRAFT
• 1 piece of white cardstock
• Fire Fighter in Action Pole Sliding Craft Template
• Scissors
• Tape
• Paper towel roll
• Straw
• Foil
• Crayons or markers
• String or yarn (2 feet)

How to make your fire fighter in action craft:
1. Print out the Fire Fighter Template onto white cardstock. Cut and decorate.
2. Cut a two inch piece from the straw. Tape this piece to the back of the fire 

fighter. 
3. Wrap the paper towel roll in foil and tape into place. Tuck the ends of the 

foil into the top and bottom holes of the paper towel roll. 
4. Thread the string or yarn through the straw on the back of the firefighter. 

Then, thread one end of the string through the paper towel tube. Pull the 
string until the two ends are even and tie a knot, making sure that the string 
is taut against the paper towel roll. Turn the string so that the knot is hidden 
inside the paper towel tube. (see photos)

5. Your fire fighter is now ready for action! Slide him up and down the pole to 
prepare to fight fires!

Template and instructions found on:
http://www.allkidsnetwork.com/crafts/fire-safety/fire-pole-craft.asp
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STOP, DROP, AND ROLL CROWN
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Stop-Drop-and-Roll-Fire-Safety-
Crowns-908567

SPARKY THE FIRE DOG

MORE ACTIVITIES

Found on jdaniel4smom.com

MORE SPARKY ACTIVITIES** SORTING HOT AND COLD, AND 
MORE
http://www.sparky.org/#/Sparky/Activities
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